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Worksheet: Encryption 
1. Using the Caesar shift cipher, where A=D, B=E etc., decode the encrypted message to 

find where the package has been left. 

XQGHU WKH VWDWXH 
Plaintext message: _______________________________________________________ 

2. Now encrypt a short message of your own using a shift cipher with a shift of between  
1 and 5 characters. Give it to someone else to decode, while you decode their message. 
What strategy did you use to decode the message? 

Your encrypted message: __________________________________________________ 

Plaintext message: _______________________________________________________ 

Your partner’s encrypted message:  __________________________________________ 

Plaintext message: _______________________________________________________ 

3. Agree with your partner a secret key word and use this to construct an encryption 
algorithm. Send each other a coded message to decode. 

Your plaintext message: ___________________________________________________ 

Your secret word:  ________________________________________________________ 

Your coded message: _____________________________________________________ 

Your partner’s coded message:  _____________________________________________ 

Your partner’s plaintext message:  ___________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extension task:  

4. With your partner, make up an encryption algorithm of your own, encrypt a message 
and swap encrypted messages to decode. 

Explain your encryption method here: 
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Assessment: Encryption  
1. (a) Fill in the grid below which is to be used to encrypt a message using the Caesar 

cipher, with a shift of four letters. [1] 

 
(b) Using the Caesar shift cipher, decode the encrypted message : [1] 

RSVAMGL EMVTSVX 
Plaintext message: ___________________________________________________ 

(c) Without knowing what the shift is in this encrypted message, decrypt it using the 
fact that the letter “e” is the most common letter in the English language. [2] 

VJTGG EJGGTU 

Plaintext message: __________________________________________________ 

2. Name an organisation which you would expect to encrypt data entered by the user 
before transmission across the Internet.  Why do they use encryption? [2] 

 

 

 

3. “Weak encryption” such as the Caesar cipher is easy to crack. Some messaging 
services such as WhatsApp, iMessage and Snapchat use “strong encryption” which 
make the messages almost impossible to crack without knowing the key.  

Use the words and phrases provided to fill in the gaps below, to explain why some 
governments want to ban strong encryption, and why others object to this proposal.  

security services       consumers of online services      suspected terrorists       
messaging services 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

E F                         
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The _______________________ allow users to communicate without providing 

_______________________ access to the messages. This could allow 

_______________________ a safe means of communication.  

Plans to ban strong encryption have been criticised because they could make 

communication less secure for _______________________.  [4] 

[Total 10 marks] 

 


